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Student Golfer's Lawsuit Lands In The Rough
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A school's right to control student membership in extracurricular activities was upheld recently as a

North Carolina judge dismissed a breach-of-contract lawsuit brought by a collegiate golfer expelled

from the school's team. The story received national media attention because it involved a prestigious

school (Duke University), the son of a famous politician (Andrew Giuliani, son of former NYC Mayor

and Presidential candidate Rudy Giuliani), and a set of facts and allegations more befitting a soap

opera than a college campus. Here's a summary:

In 2004, the head coach of Duke University's golf team recruited Andrew Giuliani to attend Duke and

play on his nationally competitive team. Claiming that he was promised lifetime access to the

school's athletic facilities, Giuliani chose Duke from among several other collegiate opportunities

and joined the golf team, although he was not given a scholarship.

Golfer's Shots (On And Off The Course) Leave Something To Be Desired 

It's clear that Head Coach Orrin Vincent and Giuliani did not get along. In early 2008, a series of

unfortunate events occurred that led Coach Vincent to expel Giuliani from the team. The University

claims that Giuliani threw an apple at a teammate with such force that it "exploded" when it struck

his face, while Giuliani claims he and the teammate were engaged in mutual horseplay and that the

apple merely "glanced" off his face.

Giuliani claims that he once casually flipped his putter toward his golf bag, and also leaned on his

driver and accidentally broke it. The University's version is that Giuliani slammed his putter against

his bag with such force that it shattered his driver, which Giuliani then replaced with another club

during a round of play after lying to his coach, a violation of the rules which should have led to

disqualification.

During a team-bonding football game, the University claims that Giuliani injured a teammate;

Giuliani responded by saying he was simply playing harder than others. The University also claims

that Giuliani verbally abused and physically confronted a coach, consistently violated the rules and

integrity of the game (for example, walking ahead of his playing partner during a round), and

"gunned" his car's engine outside of a private golf course thereby embarrassing the school.
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"How About A Mulligan, Coach?" 

In February 2008, Coach Vincent suspended Giuliani from the team because of his conduct and the

negative impact his behavior had on his teammates. He offered to restore Giuliani's eligibility to play

if and when all of his teammates supported Giuliani's reinstatement – a requirement that Giuliani's

attorney characterized as "something out of The Lord of the Flies."

According to the University, that unanimous support never materialized. According to Giuliani, all of

his former teammates confided to him privately that they supported him, but Coach Vincent

instructed his former teammates to "back off" and limit their interactions with Giuliani. Several

months later, Coach Vincent once again extended Giuliani the opportunity to rejoin the team for the

2008-09 school year should his teammates unanimously agree to his return, but the University

alleges that five of the six returning members said no.

"Fore!" – Golfer Takes His Best Swing In Court 

Giuliani appealed to University administrators to overturn Coach Vincent's decision and allow him to

rejoin the team, but the school's General Counsel and Athletic Director upheld the coach's decisions,

believing that membership on the team was "within the significant authority of the coach." Giuliani

filed a lawsuit against the University and Coach Vincent in federal court, alleging, among other

claims, breach of contract and a breach of good faith and fair dealing. He claimed that the recruiting

pitch made to him was a verbal contract that had since been breached.

More importantly, he claimed that a series of documents issued by the school formed legally-

binding promises which had been breached: the University's Student-Athlete Handbook, the Athletic

Department's Policy Manual, and the University's Student Bulletin. Giuliani sought compensatory

damages, punitive damages, and a ruling allowing him to use Duke's athletic facilities for the

remainder of his life.

Judge Tees Off On Student 

On May 19, 2009, Magistrate Judge Wallace Dixon issued a recommendation that Giuliani's lawsuit

be thrown out. In an opinion laced with golf analogies and quotes from the movie "Caddyshack,"

Judge Dixon ruled that Giuliani's legal theory "slices far from the fairway." Under state law, just as

an employee handbook or policy manual does not create a legal contract between employer and

employee, the same holds true for non-binding student-policy manuals. Giuliani's reliance on the

policy manuals to create a breach of contract lawsuit "is a swing and a miss."

One of the primary reasons for this ruling is the fact that the manuals were unilateral and could be

altered at any time, as expressly stated in the manuals themselves. By this same reasoning, the

judge dismissed the breach-of-good-faith and fair-dealing claim, writing that "this shot also lands

in the drink," since there can be no such valid claim without an underlying contract. Plaintiff also

brought other related claims, but they were summarily dismissed as "shanks" and "slow play" by

the judge.
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Lessons From The Greens 

This case reinforces some valuable lessons for educational institutions. First and foremost, it serves

as a great reminder that schools have broad rights to control student membership in their

extracurricular activities. Schools should not feel hesitant to shape clubs and teams as they see fit.

Second, all schools should review their policy manuals to ensure that they contain important

language informing students that the manuals do not serve as binding contracts, and can be altered

at any time without advance notice.

Finally, schools may want to consider having participants in extracurricular activities sign an

acknowledgement confirming these important principles, thereby further reinforcing the school's

ultimate authority in such matters.
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